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 Anytime Sessions 
Flexible Sessions Bookings


* Terms & Conditions:                                                                                                                                                   
Anytime sessions are ideal for those who find themselves on a constantly changing schedule each week, who can’t 
commit to a specific number of days each and every week. You will still be expected to attend all your booked 
sessions, however there is more flexibility as to when you have them. The further in advance you book the better, as 
you will be more likely to get your desired day and time. Make sure that I do require minimum 24h of notice if you 
need to cancel or reschedule a session, otherwise you will forfeit the session fee.


12  Week Transformation Package 









* Terms & Conditions:                                                                                                                                                         
12 Week Packages are offered at a lower rate per session based on your commitment to your training, and ultimately, 
your body transformation. Younger committing yourself ti your training and your results! Don’t let lame excuses get in 
the way of you not getting to the gym, because if you cancel, you will lose the session. I will be flexible as possible 
when it comes to rearranging time/sessions (with at least 24h notice), but you need to master discipline in setting 
yourself a schedule of when you will train, and sticking to it. Consistency is the key to success and the key to 
achieving your goals. If you do have any scheduled holidays/away days within 12 weeks, let me know and we can 
work around that to find the most suitable time for you.

£40 

Per single session

£420

12 sessions


Over the 12 weeks

£35 per ses


sion

£780

24 sessions


Over the 12 weeks

£32.50 per session


£1080

36 sessions


Over the 12 weeks

£30 per session


£350 

Block of 10 sessions 


  £35 per session

£660 

Block of 20 sessions 


  £33 per session

PAY ALL IN ONE 
GO


Better Value Option


1 Session 

per week

2 Sessions

per week

3 Sessions

per week

PAY MONTHLY
£390/month


36 sessions

Over the 12 weeks


£32.50 per session

£150/month

12 sessions


Over the 12 weeks

£37.50 per session

£280/month 

24 sessions


Over the 12 weeks

£35 per session



